Experiment Brief

Octane Elect EDS Analysis System and PECS II Broad Beam Ion Mill
Title
Specimen surface and thickness effects on EDS mapping

Instruments Used
EDAX Octane Elect Plus EDS Analysis System with APEX™ 2.1 Software and Gatan PECS™ II Broad Beam Ion Mill

Background
Determination of compositional variations in a sample can quickly and efficiently be done using Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS)
mapping. This can yield region of interest (ROI) intensity, background corrected, and fully quantitative maps. On bulk samples with a
flat surface, the spectral processing can correct for variations in EDS signal due to compositional changes to produce images that can
be directly interpreted. However, when the specimen surface is rough, or if a sample is electron transparent and not of equal thickness,
differences in X-ray generation and detection may shield the true compositional microstructure. During EDS mapping with the APEX
software, a counts per second (CPS) map is automatically collected to assist with correcting these artifacts.

Materials and Methods
An electron transparent sample of a shell of a common garden snail was prepared using broad beam ion milling with a Gatan PECS
II. The structure consisted of alternating aragonite (CaCO3) and organic layers. Initial EDS mapping showed a clear variation in the
C signal, but the Ca map appeared to be homogeneous with constant intensity. This is an artifact caused by the variation in sample
thickness combined with compositional changes. The simultaneously collected CPS map allowed for correction of the EDS intensity
variations caused by the specimen thickness. The result revealed the true Ca distribution in the aragonite islands, held together by an
organic matrix.
Figure 1. (top row) (left) SEM image of an
electron transparent foil of the common garden
snail’s shell (Cornu aspersum); (right) Carbon
EDS map.
(bottom row) (left) CPS map; (center) Initial
calcium ROI EDS map; (right) CPS corrected
calcium EDS map.

Summary
EDS artifacts caused by specimen surface topography and thickness variations can be successfully corrected with the
simultaneously collected CPS map available for each mapping dataset collected with the APEX software.
For more information about solutions for electron microscopy, please visit Gatan.com and EDAX.com.
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